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The Tempest and the Importance of Names 

 

 “What’s in a name? That which we call rose by any other name would smell as sweet.” 

This is a quote from Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet” talking about the importance of names. It 

seems to be a favorite subject of his considering that eighteen of his plays were about the 

importance of names. “The Tempest” is a play that was conceived and written/produced by 

William Shakespeare in 1610. Even though that is the official publication of the play, there are 

records that tell a different story. The public was not introduced to this play until after it was 

seen by King James I in late 1609 and was viewed privately by his daughter Elizabeth who saw 

the play with her husband and father shortly after her marriage in 1613. 

 

 Names are important. Shakespeare made this crystal clear in the Tempest, with his choice 

of “Miranda”. Miranda means “admirable” or “wonderful”. Not only does this line up with how 

this particular character acts in the play it is also one of the many names in the play that 

Shakespeare created himself. From just this one name, Miranda became one of the most popular 

names in Europe from the publication of the play in the 17th century to the 20th century. Even 

today Miranda is a very popular name, ranking among the top 200 baby girl names in the US and 

Europe (most notably Italy and Sweden). 

 



 Another name that was ‘handpicked’ by Shakespeare was Prospero. Prospero means 

“favorable” or “fortunate”. Shakespeare created it from the Latin word prosperabuntur which 

means “prosper”. In addition to the names Miranda and Prospero is the name Caliban. Caliban is 

derived from the word cannibal, Caliban means ‘maneater’ or ‘deranged beast’. Unlike most of 

the names in the “Tempest” which have Latin and English backgrounds, Caliban is derived 

solely from Spanish and Latin roots. 

 

“Supporting characters add depth to a story, and great actors leave their imprint with the 

audience.”- Nicholas Lea. For a play like “The Tempest” they would have both great actors and 

even better supporting characters. There are eleven supporting characters in “The Tempest” and 

each of them can hold their own. The first of these supporting characters is Alonso. Even though 

Alonso is an Italian name, Alonso is not of Italian descent, it is from the German name Alfonso. 

Alonso means ready for conflict or noble. Both of these meanings of Alonso are used in the play, 

for example when he conspired against Prospero he was ready for conflict. In addition to his 

‘conniving’ efforts he was also very noble especially with the amount of humility he used when 

his son Ferdinand married Miranda, and also when he found Prospero, the man he had usurped. 

 

 Ferdinand, Alonso’s son and heir, is a German name that means “courageous”. 

Throughout the play Ferdinand is seen as a courageous character. He braves the mysterious 

island alone. He is enchanted by Ariel when he meets Miranda. When he volunteers to become 

Prospero’s servant, Ferdinand once again shows his courage. 



 Gonzalo is a visagothic name meaning “battle wise”. This can be seen throughout the 

play because, unlike the majority of the characters that are fooled by Ariel and Prospero’s 

illusions, Gonzalo is not fooled. On top of his immunity to illusions he is also sympathetic to 

Prospero and Alonso. 

 

 Villains are important in stories and plays, and the villains in “The Tempest” are no 

different. Shakespeare it seems paid attention to all of his characters’ names. The main 

antagonist in “The Tempest” is Antonio. Antonio was Prospero’s brother, and during Prospero’s 

fanciful studies in the mystical arts, Antonio usurped Prospero’s power in Milan all the while 

being in cahoots with Alonso, King of Naples. Antonio means “worthy of praise”, it is an Italian 

name that ironically was created by the first Roman Emperors in order to preserve their power as 

being related to divinity. This can be clearly seen in how Antonio handles himself and others 

throughout the play. From trying to convince Alonso’s brother, Sebastian, to kill the king. Or 

after having been thwarted by Prospero he does not apologize for having Prospero and his 

daughter thrown out to sea or his involvement in Prospero’s fall from grace.  

 

Another ‘villain’ in “The Tempest” is Sebastian. Sebastian is Alonso’s brother. Not only 

is Sebastian very envious of his brother, he is also very swayable, especially when it comes to his 

brother and the throne of Naples. Sebastian means “venerable”. This is very close to what 

Sebastian is like throughout the play. His pompous and arrogant attitude towards other made him 

seem venerable and untouchable. One more villain in “The Tempest” is Adrian. Adrian is a 

character that is a follower for fear of what others may do in his absence. He is a lord that has 



followed Alonso and his retinue from Calribel’s, Alonso’s daughter, wedding. Adrian is quite at 

home on the island and often questions Gonzalo and Ferdinand. The name Adrian means “sea” 

or “water” but in addition to these meanings are three others: “dark, wealthy, and Adriatic Sea” 

(which is one of the darkest and coldest seas that exists on Earth). The name Adrian was also 

created by the Holy Roman Emperor Hadrian, in the 1200 BC. He created the name for his 

ancestors to name their first borns but it was not used by any of his ancestors.  

 

These names were all assembled for a play that has become a classic over the centuries. 

All of these names explain exactly who the person/character is without having to do much 

researching. The importance of these names cannot be questioned because throughout the play 

the names are used in a way that is both pivotal and paramount. If it was not for the name of 

Prospero, Alonso, King of Naples, would not understand who was pulling the ‘strings’ and 

influencing his life while on the island. Without names the clear origin of Caliban would not be 

understood, beyond the name of Miranda would be a lonely Ferdinand who would not find the 

love of his life, with the name Gonzalo left out Prospero would not be as forgiving as he was 

with his brother and other conspirators. Names have importance and they should not be used 

lightly. Throughout his plays, Shakespeare preaches his continuous fascination and addiction to 

the importance of names.  
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